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The Cloud Journey of Porsche’s Customer Platform ‘My
Porsche’
My Porsche is a digital service platform for customers, fans, and enthusiasts. Marcus Voß, Adrian Föder, and their team are moving the
platform to the cloud to deliver a seamless, personalized customer experience across all touchpoints and share their insights, failures
and learnings of the My Porsche cloud journey.

The way that automotive customers interact with brands has changed, accompanied by a major transformation of customer needs and
requirements. Today’s brand experience expands beyond the car and other offline touchpoints to include various digital touchpoints.
Automotive customers expect a seamless brand experience across all channels — both offline and online.

One platform for every customer need: My Porsche
In order to meet these requirements, we brought My Porsche to life — a digital service platform for customers, fans, and enthusiasts
that allows them to access exclusive content and take advantage of new functions and digital products and services. Users can for
example check their vehicle status and schedule service appointments for their car, update their Porsche ID profile or chose their
favorite Porsche Center.
At Porsche, currently, 17 product teams work on different features and modules for My Porsche, aiming to deliver a highly personalized
customer experience across all touchpoints. A couple of years ago, Porsche realized that it was time to move My Porsche from
Zuffenhausen-based servers into the cloud. In this post, we would like to take you with us on our My Porsche cloud journey. We are
excited to share the unexpected difficulties and challenges as well as our learnings and insights of moving a customer portal into the
cloud with you.

Getting Started: The My Porsche cloud journey
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To begin with, why did we decide to move My Porsche to the cloud? The on-premise-to-cloud-infrastructure transition was motivated
by two main factors:
Challenge #1: Worldwide presence without geo latency
Our cars are driven all over the world and the quality is the same everywhere. However, the My Porsche customer experience was not
the same everywhere. Especially in locations far away from Zuffenhausen, it was far from optimal, since all services were hosted in
Germany. As you can imagine, this resulted in performance issues and high loading times.
Challenge #2: Time to market
Our cloud ambitions were also motivated by the fact that we had to wait weeks to months for the provisioning of a server at that time,
which most likely still was not fully ready by then: firewall, load balancers and more had each to be requested individually in ticketing
systems and configured by specialized teams with long waiting times due to high load of those teams. Overall it took a lot of time —
that was mainly spent waiting. And thus we needed a lot of time to generate business value.

Advantages of cloud computing: Fully automated infrastructure and dedicated control
Cloud computing offers many benefits. It can, for example, drastically improve performance and scalability, allowing us to improve
customer satisfaction in every corner of the planet. This is due to many big cloud service providers offering data centers around the
world. Another advantage of using the cloud is its self-service approach to consume cloud services via API: APIs provided by the cloud
service providers allow a high level of automation, thus following the self-service approach that we strive for. In this combination we
have been able to eliminate the waiting times, so we can commission a new server easily within seconds and at any given time. And in
addition with repeatable same and high quality, e.g. configuration applied to the server. These kinds of offerings also make it possible
for us to empower the teams by giving them their own space in the cloud, where they have full control over what happens. However, as
we soon have learned, this newly gained control comes with new tasks and responsibilities.
Anyway, we were ready to kick-off the cloud journey. So let’s go!
Securing a cloud provider was relatively easy. We chose AWS as a platform for our cloud infrastructure, and we have not regretted that
decision once. The next step was to decide what applications and processes we needed to migrate. Particularly challenging was, e.g.
secure access to the cloud, the new CI/CD systems, and the network design, i.e. how do the applications communicate with each other.
Together with our Cloud & Tools team, we started to build a blueprint, taking all the different aspects into account. And we thought we
had a solid cloud migration strategy in place. Our plan was to finish this blueprint and roll it out across all teams — everything at the
same time. So, we decided to go for it with a big bang! Back then, we thought that the transition process could not be that difficult. We
said let’s do it. And we tried to move all of our teams to the cloud at the same time.
But that didn’t work out well.
After more than half a year, there was still not a single team in the cloud. We realized the migration process was not that easy after all
and that there were many more unforeseen challenges to tackle than we thought.

The solution: Cloud deployment one step at a time
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One platform for every customer need: My Porsche

Improved customer experience and internal collaboration: Check
Info
Text published by Adrian Föder, Solution Architect at Porsche AG and Marcus Voß, Product Owner My Porsche Cloud & Tools at Porsche
AG.
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